## How to Ride

### BUSES
1. Arrange 5 minutes before the schedule or NexTrip says your trip will depart.
2. Watch for your bus number.
3. Pay your fare as you board, except for Pay Exit routes.
4. Pull the cord above the window about 1 block before your stop to signal the driver.

### METRO LINES
1. Arrange 5 minutes before the schedule or NexTrip says your trip will depart.
2. PAY BEFORE you board—touch your card to a reader on the platform or buy a ticket from the machine.
3. Push the blue button to open doors (trains only).

### TRANSIT INFORMATION
- **Metro Transit** is the one place for all your transportation information.
- **Metro Transit Information**: 612-373-3333
- **Metro Transit website**: metrotransit.org
- **Transfers**: Auto Refill, Guaranteed Ride Home, Go-To Cards, NexTrip, real-time departure times in Minneapolis.

### METRO FARES
- See fare panel for rush-hour fees.
- **Reduced Fares**: for students, seniors, disabilities, Medicare, veterans, military, and more.

### Transfers
- **To Buses**: 1 transfer for Pay Exit routes.
- **To METRO**: unlimited rides on buses and METRO lines for 2 ½ hours.

### MetroBus and METRO Fares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>233, 53, 54</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237, 550, 554</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255, 554</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reduced Fares
- **Seniors (65+)**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Persons with disabilities**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Children 5 and Under**: FREE (limit 3) on fare cards and METRO tickets.

### Qualifying ID
- **Senior (65+)**: Show a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Medicare card holders**: Show your Medicare card along with a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.

### Fares
- **Children**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.

### Transfers
- **Students (65+)**: Show a Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Persons with Disabilities**: Show your Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Veterans and Military**: Show your DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer. DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.

### bike racks
- All buses and trains have bike racks so you can bring your bicycle along.

### Holiday Service

### Making Connections
- Transfer between buses and METRO lines for up to 2½ hours with your fare.
- Those who try to ride without paying will be charged with a misdemeanor and fined $180.

### Information
- **Metro Transit**: 612-373-3333
- **MetroBus and METRO Fares**: Metro Transit is the one place for all your transportation information.
- **Transit Information**: See transit assistance from your expert tran.
- **Hours**: Monday — Friday: 6:30 am – 9:00 pm Saturday — Sunday: 8:00 am – 4:30 pm Holidays: 8:00 am – 4:30 pm (Closed Thanksgiving and Christmas Day)
- **NexTrip**: Real-time departure information.
- **Customer Relations / Lost & Found**: 770 6th Ave N, Minneapolis, MN 55411
- **Details**: Provide comments and suggestions or check on lost items.
- **Hours**: Monday – Friday: 8:00 am – 4:30 pm Saturday – Sunday: 8:00 am – 4:30 pm

### Transfers
- **Bus**: Please tell the bus driver if you pay your fare if you qualify for a reduced fare.
- **Train**: Be ready to show police officers if you qualify for a reduced fare.

### Reduced Fares
- **Seniors (65+)**: Show your Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Medicare card holders**: Show your Medicare card along with a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Persons with Disabilities**: Show your Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Veterans and Military**: Show your DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer. DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Students (65+)**: Show a Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.

### Fare Cards/Passes
- **Fare Card/Pass**: Buy a variety of passes on fare cards and METRO tickets.
- **Reduced Fares**: for students, seniors, disabilities, Medicare, veterans, military, and more.

### Buses
- **Metro Transit**: 612-373-3333
- **Bus**: Please tell the bus driver if you pay your fare if you qualify for a reduced fare.
- **Train**: Be ready to show police officers if you qualify for a reduced fare.

### Qualifying ID
- **Senior (65+)**: Show a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Medicare card holders**: Show your Medicare card along with a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Persons with Disabilities**: Show your Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Veterans and Military**: Show your DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer. DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.

### Fares
- **Children**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Seniors (65+)**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Persons with disabilities**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Children 5 and Under**: FREE (limit 3) on fare cards and METRO tickets.

### Reduced Fares
- **Seniors (65+)**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Persons with disabilities**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Children 5 and Under**: FREE (limit 3) on fare cards and METRO tickets.

### Transfers
- **Bus**: Please tell the bus driver if you pay your fare if you qualify for a reduced fare.
- **Train**: Be ready to show police officers if you qualify for a reduced fare.

### Qualifying ID
- **Senior (65+)**: Show a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Medicare card holders**: Show your Medicare card along with a Minnesota driver’s license/state ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Persons with Disabilities**: Show your Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Veterans and Military**: Show your DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer. DD214 or DD214 VA certificate or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.
- **Students (65+)**: Show a Metro Mobility card or transfer. Metro Mobility card or transfer is a temporary ID with a [ ] endorsement.

### Fares
- **Children**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Seniors (65+)**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Persons with disabilities**: $1.00 for all rides on buses & trains.
- **Children 5 and Under**: FREE (limit 3) on fare cards and METRO tickets.